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About This Game

A Good Snowman Is Hard To Build is an adorable puzzle game about being a monster and making snowmen.

 Adorable graphics by Benjamin Davis

 Featuring an enchanting original soundtrack by Priscilla Snow

 Lovingly-crafted puzzle design from Alan Hazelden, one of the creators of Sokobond

Awards:

 Best Character Design - Intel Level Up 2014

 Official Selection - Develop Indie Showcase 2014

 Official Selection - Screenshake 2015

 Official Selection - BAFTA Inside Games Arcade 2015
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 Official Selection - Different Games Arcade 2015

 Official Selection - Fantastic Arcade 2015
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Title: A Good Snowman Is Hard To Build
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Alan Hazelden, Benjamin Davis
Publisher:
Draknek
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Excellent puzzle game! The levels and rules are very simple, you are never overwhelmed by the complexity or number of
options. Some puzzle games are hard in that way, like a 10.000 piece puzzle with only black pieces. This game does everything
right in that regard. The levels also give a subtle hint on how they could be solved. It was a perfect balance of challenge and
progression. Can only recommend, very enjoyable and fairly priced.. A heartwarming, challenging, puzzley masterpiece.
The visuals are cute and the little monster's interactions with the scenery make me smile.
The puzzles are challenging and satisfying.
Do yourself and these talented devs a favor and buy it. "A Good Snowman" is amazing.. This is an amazing game! The concept
and controls are simple and easy to get the hang of. The puzzles are interesting and engaging. It also loads very fast so if you
have a bit of time to kill, you aren't wasting it waiting for the game to load. The only issue I have had is that occasionally the
character will overstep but that is easily fixed with undo. Highly recommend this game as another relaxing puzzle game to have
on hand in your library if you enjoy that sort of thing. Make sure to hug a snowman today!
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